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Been a long time coming, but I'm about to change
thang
Holler at these kids, they like to gang bang
Whether you're real with it or just playing games
Whether you maintain or banging that same thing
If you bumping this thing … you should change lanes
Slow up and get your brain on the same frame
We don't believe the same blood through the same
vein
We don't need the same love feel the same pain
Some us slaying crack some of us slaying pain
And it's a damn shame, ...acting like ….
… belly grubble, know in jacks don't billy lovers
they love to see robbers kill robbers
the 2k 4 version the color, word on my mother Giulianni
can't even bit it's only darker judgement
Let's keep things rationalized, anything I write should
be nationalized
You ain't scared of no blood, tell that fagot to throw it
out outside, after the club
You ain't scared of no crib, fuck that shit, you can pop
this all … in here
But if you're … like us, sweep that shit under the rug
and give each other a hug
Red and blue make purple, the color of love
Red and blue make the color purple, purple
I change the game like James changed the book
You heard the verse now let me explain the hook
See I need all of you gangs to look
See our people came this far, you know what type of
pain they took
Knew I gotta worry when I wear my blue or my red
Then another black man gonna put two in my head
… is war you might need my food and my bed
Just think about it, what good am I … from dead
I know we all gotta eat though, that seem like all we
know is how to …
bringing shit to the hood, selling shit to our people
most of you niggers is slaves to ya ego
Vice laws… king, we need peace though, we need to
start practicing
See I'm even trying to do this through rapping thing
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… had to see none of you motherfuckers to feel you at
the scene
You ain't scared of no blood, tell that fagot to throw it
out outside, after the club
You ain't scared of no crib, fuck that shit, you can pop
this all … in here
But if you're … like us, sweep that shit under the rug
and give each other a hug
Red and blue make purple, the color of love
Red and blue make the color purple, purple
The real gangs is the government, the democrats and
the …
and the niggers that blooded in... the republicans
instead of claiming the set, they claim all your minds in
Irak some in Ukraine and Tibet
...we don't even pose no threat, they got a system that
will lock us for killing one another
like they give a shit
They ain't care about ...Scot, my conception whether if
he was O.J. or not
would somebody would have told me to stop
should I use the … alive, it was like giving …
...showed me the glock, and being only 13 I was totally
shocked
… is killers but now we know that we're not
We see dead and I'm … I can loan you a lot
Don't care if you blood or … nigger you black show
each other some love
You ain't scared of no blood, tell that fagot to throw it
out outside, after the club
You ain't scared of no crib, fuck that shit, you can pop
this all … in here
But if you're … like us, sweep that shit under the rug
and give each other a hug
Red and blue make purple, the color of love
Red and blue make the color purple, purple
But if you're … like us, sweep that shit under the rug
and give each other a hug
Red and blue make purple, the color of love
Red and blue make the color purple, purple.
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